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EDN Introduces New Board, Appoints
Flore Deroose as New Director
The European Documentary Network (EDN) is pleased to announce the appointment of Flore
Deroose as EDN interim director and further introduces a newly composed Board. After a period of
transition at the end of 2018, these recent changes mark a new chapter in the development of EDN
and provide a solid foundation for the future of the association.
The former EDN Board appointed Jan Riemens as Chairman and Flore Deroose as its newest
members next to Jan Röfekamp. After the departure of former director Paul Pauwels, the Board has
asked Flore Deroose to also take on the director's role on an interim basis. Additional details on the
professional background of EDN's new Board members are available on the EDN website.
Looking at the future of EDN, Flore Deroose comments: "I'm excited to be part of the team and really
look forward to working with our colleagues from the European and international documentary
community. EDN's primary mission is, and always has been, to serve its members and documentary
professionals from across the globe and we intend to continue to develop this mission in the digital
era. This of course also means that EDN will continue to provide its wide range of established services
and activities as it has done over the past decades".
The association would like to extend its welcome to interim director Flore Deroose, who replaces
departing director Paul Pauwels. The EDN team would like to express its sincere gratitude to Paul for
his important contribution to the European documentary culture and wishes him all the best for the
future.
EDN would further like to thank departing Board members Andy Glynne, Björn Jensen and Estelle
Robin-You for serving this organisation so well over the past years.
For further questions and inquiries, Flore Deroose can be contacted via her email address
flore[at]edn.network.
More information about EDN: http://edn.network/edn/
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